their second-order image statistics, reduces gist recognition from near perfect to chance levels (Joubert, Rousselet, Fabre-Thorpe, & Fize, 2009; Loschky & Larson, 2008; Loschky et al., 2007) . Furthermore, Loschky et al. (2007) provided converging evidence by building on the long history of using masking to study the structure of spatial vision (Carter & Henning, 1971; de Valois & Switkes, 1983; Henning, Hertz, & Hinton, 1981; Legge & Foley, 1980; Losada & Mullen, 1995; Sekuler, 1965; Solomon, 2000; Stromeyer & Julesz, 1972; Wilson, McFarlane, & Phillips, 1983) . They used a scene gist masking paradigm that systematically disrupted the higher order image statistics (by incremental phase randomization) of scene image masks, which incrementally reduced gist masking strength. Going a step further, Loschky et al. (2007) found that masking a target scene by a fully phase-randomized version of itself (which thus had identical second-order statistics to the target) caused no more scene gist masking than when the target scene was masked by a fully phase-randomized version of a scene from a different category (thus having different second-order statistics). These results suggest that (1) higher order image statistics carried in the phase spectrum are important for categorizing scenes, and (2) the differences in the second-order image statistics of scenes from different scene categories are not particularly useful for recognizing scene gist.
The Present Study
The present study tested the hypothesis that the higher order statistics of scenes are necessary for scene gist recognition. Fully phase-randomized scenes lack higher order scene statistics (Thomson, 1999 (Thomson, , 2001a and are unrecognizable (Joubert et al., 2009; Loschky & Larson, 2008; Loschky et al., 2007) . Thus, testing our hypothesis required comparison stimuli that, in contrast with phaserandomized images, did contain higher order statistical relationships such as those in natural scenes (Thomson, 2001a (Thomson, , 2001b , but, similar to phase-randomized images, were not recognizable. Texture images, generated from scenes using the texture synthesis algorithm of Portilla and Simoncelli (2000) , seemed to fit both requirements. 2 Their algorithm analyzes an input image using wavelets at different spatial frequency bands, orientations, and locations, to derive a higher order statistical model of texture in that image. It then takes random noise and iteratively coerces it to match the statistical parameters of its model of the input image. Because it is a wavelet model, it uses higher order statistical information, encoding the edges, contours, and spatial patterns of textures. Furthermore, we can globally quantify the higher order statistics of such textures using the recently developed phase-only second spectrum measure (Seidler & Solin, 1996; Thomson, 2001a Thomson, , 2001b . We therefore created texture images to use as masks, using real-world scenes from different categories as inputs to the texture synthesis algorithm.
Although the Portilla and Simoncelli (2000) algorithm was not designed to construct textures from scenes, when it is applied to scenes or other "images that are structured and highly inhomogeneous," it will "capture the local structure of the original images, albeit in a globally disorganized rier transform (DFT). The 2-D DFT treats an image as a complex 2-D luminance waveform, represented as the sum of sinusoidal waveforms of different amplitudes, frequencies, orientations, and phases. The amplitude that is plotted as a function of spatial frequency and orientation is often referred to as the amplitude spectrum. The phase angles, plotted as a function of spatial frequency and orientation, are represented by the phase spectrum (Shapley & Lennie, 1985; Smith, 2007) . Both the amplitude and phase spectra are argued to be important in representing image structure (Hansen, Essock, Zheng, & DeFord, 2003; . Specifically, the global amplitude spectrum of a scene only contains information about contrast as a function of spatial frequency and orientation, without regard to their image locations (i.e., the spatial domain). Thus, without any contrast information, no image structure would be visible. On the other hand, the phase spectrum of a scene determines where different image frequencies are aligned (Kovesi, 1999; Marr, 1982; Morrone & Burr, 1988; Morrone & Owens, 1987; Wang & Simoncelli, 2004) , thereby determining the formation of local image structures in an image. Thus, an image possessing systematic phase coherence possesses localized image structure. Conversely, an image lacking phase coherence (e.g., a phase-randomized image) would have its contrast as a function of spatial frequency and orientation randomly distributed across the image; that is, it would be an image with nonlocalized structure.
Several recent computational models of scene categorization have proposed using spatially unstructured scene information (i.e., their global amplitude spectra, hereafter referred to as second-order image statistics 1 ) , in order to categorize them (e.g., Gorkani & Picard, 1994; GuerinDugue & Oliva, 2000; Guyader, Chauvin, Peyrin, Hérault, & Marendaz, 2004; Herault, Oliva, & Guerin-Dugue, 1997; . The idea that amplitude spectrum statistics are important for gist recognition was supported by spatial envelope computational model, which achieved 86% recognition accuracy using only second-order scene statistics, as compared with a 12.5% chance level. Although the spatial envelope model is a computational model and there is thus no reason to expect that the human brain would necessarily use similar mechanisms, some have gone as far as to argue that "the amplitude spectrum alone is sufficient for natural scene categorization" (Guyader et al., 2005, p. 5642) . For example, Guyader et al. (2004) compared the priming of scene gist by normal scenes and by phase-randomized scenes, and found that both were equivalent. This was important because phase-randomized scenes contain the same second-order statistics as do normal scenes, but none of the higher order statistics carried in the phase spectra. Additionally, Kaping et al. (2007) reported results that were interpreted as supporting the hypothesis that second-order image statistics are sufficient for scene categorization.
In contrast, other research has questioned the usefulness of second-order image statistics for gist recognition. Several studies have shown that incrementally destroying the higher order image statistics of scenes by incrementally randomizing their phase spectra, while preserving as masks, as compared with normal scenes, is that phaserandomized scenes are less recognizable; that is, more recognizable masks produce more masking-a phenomenon known as conceptual masking (Bachmann, Luiga, & Põder, 2005; Intraub, 1984; Loftus & Ginn, 1984; Loftus, Hanna, & Lester, 1988; Loschky et al., 2007; Potter, 1976) . However, masking produced by unrecognizable texture masks could not be explained that way. Conversely, the texture algorithm fashion" (pp. 62-63). However, if most scene images are relatively spatially inhomogeneous-that is, have an irregular layout-then texture images that are generated from scenes might be expected to create unrecognizable textures. Figure 1 shows three example scenes and texture images generated from them, and seems to bear out this intuition. This is important because an alternative explanation for the reduced masking produced by phase-randomized scenes gist recognition, which is similar to the use of masking in spatial vision masking studies to test the multichannel model of vision (Carter & Henning, 1971; de Valois & Switkes, 1983; Henning et al., 1981; Legge & Foley, 1980; Losada & Mullen, 1995; Sekuler, 1965; Solomon, 2000; Stromeyer & Julesz, 1972; Wilson et al., 1983) . The effects of higher order image statistics on scene categorization were then contrasted with the effects of conceptual masking (Bachmann et al., 2005; Intraub, 1984; Loftus & Ginn, 1984; Loftus et al., 1988; Potter, 1976) .
In Experiment 1, we compared the scene gist masking produced by masks varying in their second-and higher order statistics: normal scenes, scene textures, phaserandomized scenes, and white noise. We also varied will generate images with higher order statistics, such as those in natural scenes (see Figure 2) . Thus, such texture images might be very powerful masks in a scene categorization task. That is, if (1) scene texture masks contain more higher order statistics than do phase-randomized scenes, and (2) both scene texture masks and phase-randomized scene masks are equally unrecognizable, then (3) we can compare masking by these two types of images to determine the roles of higher order statistical structure versus conceptual masking in explaining the effects of phase randomization on scene gist masking.
The present study used visual masking to test whether a particular form of spatial information-higher order scene statistics-was useful for a given visual task, scene Normal Figure 2. Second-order and higher order statistics of masks used in Experiment 1. (A) Amplitude spectra (averaged over orientations) for normal scene, scene texture, phase-randomized scene, and white noise masking images in Experiment 1. (B) Average orientation (averaged over spatial frequencies) in four bands (0º, 45º oblique, 90º, and 135º oblique) for the normal scene, scene texture, phase-randomized scene, and white noise masking images in Experiment 1. (C) Second spectra (averaged over orientations) for the normal scene, scene texture, phase-randomized scene, and white noise masking images in Experiment 1. (D) Second spectra (averaged over orientations) for the scene texture and phase-randomized scene texture masking images used in the control experiment for Experiment 1. For purposes of comparison, the normal scene and phase-randomized scene masking conditions from Experiment 1 are also shown in gray.
made (farm, home, market, pool, and street) . From these images, we created 300 synthesized texture versions, using the Portilla and Simoncelli (2000) texture synthesis algorithm. We also created a set of fully phase-randomized versions of the original 300 scene images using the RISE algorithm with a randomization factor of 1 (for more details, see Loschky et al., 2007, Appendix A; Sadr & Sinha, 2001 , 2004 . We then created 300 white noise images. We then equalized the mean luminance and RMS contrast of the complete set of 1,200 normal scenes, scene textures, fully phase-randomized scenes, and white noise images (luminance M 5 107.83, RMS contrast 5 19.33) (see Loschky et al., 2007, Appendix B) . Figure 2A shows a plot of the mean orientation-averaged amplitude spectra of the four image categories (normal scenes, scene textures, fully phase-randomized scenes, and white noise). This shows that the orientation-averaged amplitude spectra were essentially the same for all mask types except white noise. We quantified this by calculating the slope of the orientation-averaged amplitude spectra (on logarithmic axes) for each of the four mask sets on the central 674 3 674 pixel regions of the stimuli. 4 The average slopes for the four sets were: normal scenes, M 5 21.29, SD 5 0.15; phase-randomized scenes, M 5 21.30, SD 5 0.14; scene textures, M 5 21.29, SD 5 0.13; and white noise images, M 5 20.001, SD 5 0.007. There were no significant differences (independent t tests, df 5 598) between normal scenes, phaserandomized scenes, or scene textures ( p . .05), and all three were significantly different from white noise masks ( p , .001). To test for differences in amplitude as a function of orientation, we analyzed orientation bias by averaging the amplitude coefficients within a 45º band of orientations (across all spatial frequencies) centered on four orientations (vertical, 45º oblique, horizontal, and 135º oblique) for each of the mask sets used in Experiment 1 (refer to Hansen et al., 2003 , for further details). The results are shown in Figure 2B . There were significant main effects of orientation for normal scenes [F(3,897) Figure 2B , the orientation bias between normal scenes and scene textures is quite similar, with a slightly smaller horizontal bias in the scene textures. Therefore, given the aforementioned similarities, any differences in masking between the normal scenes, fully phaserandomized scenes, or scene textures cannot be easily explained in terms of the second-order statistics of their amplitude spectra.
We compared the higher order statistics of the different mask types by measuring their phase-only second spectra (Seidler & Solin, 1996; Thomson, 2001a Thomson, , 2001b ; see the Appendix of the present study for details). Figure 2C shows the mean orientation-averaged phaseonly second spectra for each of the four mask types. The phase-only second spectrum is a global measure of the phase-alignment of pairs of spatial frequencies as a function of their frequency differences, or offsets. Thus, a phase-only second spectrum slope (on logarithmic axes) that is significantly greater than 0 indicates phase alignments (Hansen & Hess, 2007; Morrone & Burr, 1988; Morrone & Owens, 1987 ) that create edges, lines, contours, and unique spatial configurations in an image (Thomson, 2001b) . Furthermore, the area under the phase-only second spectrum curve is a measure of sparseness. Thus, the more area under the phase-only second spectrum curve, the more efficient image coding should be (Thomson, 2001a (Thomson, , 2001b . Figure 2C shows very similar slopes for the normal scenes and scene textures, both of which are very different from the fully phase-randomized scenes and white noise, which are basically 0 since they have no phase alignments. The scene-texture images, processing time (i.e., target-to-mask SOA). The results showed a masking strength hierarchy of scenes . scene textures . phase-randomized scenes . white noise. In a control study, we compared masking by scene textures and their phase-randomized versions and showed that the former caused stronger masking.
In Experiment 2, we tested the hypothesis that conceptual masking caused the stronger masking by scene textures rather than by phase-randomized scenes in Experiment 1 because the scene textures were significantly more recognizable than were the phase-randomized scenes. However, the results failed to support this hypothesis.
In Experiment 3, we tested the hypothesis that more recognizable scene textures caused more gist masking, and we showed that scene texture recognizability explained only 1% of the masking variance. This again failed to support the hypothesis that the greater masking by texture images rather than by phase-randomized images in Experiment 1 was caused by conceptual masking. Thus, the remaining alternative explanation of Experiment 1's results was in terms of differences in the masks' higher order scene statistics.
ExPERimEnT 1
In Experiment 1, we tested the hypothesis that higher order statistical structures in scenes-such as edges, lines, and combinations of both in unique spatial configurations-are necessary for recognizing scene gist. We examined this via the scene gist masking paradigm of Loschky et al. (2007, Experiment 3) , with four mask types having different degrees of second-and/or higher order image statistics: normal scenes, scene textures, fully phaserandomized scenes, and white noise. We assumed that the second-order statistics of all mask types but the white noise would be quite similar, whereas the higher order statistics of the normal scenes and scene textures would differ from the phase-randomized scenes and white noise. On the basis of these assumptions, we hypothesized that (1) if higher order statistical structure is necessary for scene gist recognition, scene texture masks should disrupt scene gist more than should phase-randomized scene masks, and (2) if such higher order statistical structure is sufficient for scene gist recognition, scene texture masks should disrupt scene gist as much as or more than normal scenes as masks.
In Experiment 1, we also investigated the time course of scene gist processing associated with each of the above types of masks. We varied the SOA between the target and mask images to determine when each form of information is more or less useful for disrupting scene gist. Thus, the more important a given form of information is at a given point in processing, the stronger the masking caused by it should be. method Participants. A total of 120 Kansas State University students (64 female; mean age 5 18.93 years) participated for course credit. All had an uncorrected or corrected near acuity of 20/30 or better.
Stimuli. We started with 300 monochrome scene images (1,024 3 674 pixels) 3 that were divided equally among 10 basic level categories: 5 natural (beach, desert, forest, mountain, and river) and 5 man-thought the cue validly described the target, or the "no" key if it did not. A random half of the trials had valid cues, with cue validity equal across all target and cue categories. Participants were encouraged to respond as quickly and as accurately as possible, and to go with their first impression if unsure. There were 300 self-paced trials, with each image presented once in a random order. Before the experiment, participants were familiarized with the 10 scene categories and the experimental task by seeing a separate set of 90 labeled scene images for 1 sec each, and then doing 32 practice trials, without feedback.
For the repeated measures analyses throughout the entire study in which the assumption of sphericity was violated, we used the reasonably conservative Huynh-Feldt epsilon correction to adjust all degrees of freedom.
Results
Figure 5 shows scene gist recognition accuracy as a function of the masking conditions and processing time (SOA). As is shown in the figure, the mask types greatly differed in their gist masking strength [F(3,93) 
We carried out planned comparisons in order to test the differences between adjacent pairs of masking conditions (in the order: normal scene, scene texture, phaserandomized scene, white noise, no-mask). Scene texture masks produced stronger scene gist disruption than did fully phase-randomized scene masks (∆ 5 0.047, SE 5 0.017, p 5 .007), consistent with the hypothesis that higher order statistical scene structure, as measured by the phaseonly second spectrum, is necessary for scene gist recognition. Specifically, gist masking strength decreases when higher order structure is eliminated by phase randomization and increases when higher order structure is present.
Nevertheless, scene texture masks produced weaker scene gist disruption than did normal scene masks (∆ 5 0.057, SE 5 0.017, p 5 .001). Although this is consistent with the fact that the two conditions differed in their derived from wavelet-filtered scenes, have somewhat higher phaseonly second spectra than do their original scenes, which is consistent with the finding that wavelet filtering increases scene image sparseness (Thomson, 2001a) . We calculated the slope of the orientationaveraged phase-only second spectra for each of the four mask sets: Thus, if the phase-only second spectrum contains a useful structure for scene gist recognition, scene textures should produce stronger gist masking than should phase-randomized scenes, and different masking than should normal scenes.
Images were shown on a 17-in. Gateway EV910 monitor (85 Hz refresh rate) at a screen resolution of 1,024 3 768, with the viewing distance fixed at 53.3 cm by a chinrest. Each image subtended a visual angle of 34.39º 3 27.11º.
Design and Procedures. As is shown in Figure 3 , there were four types of masks: (1) a normal image from a different scene category than that of the target, (2) a scene texture from a different category than that of the target, (3) a fully phase-randomized image from a different category than that of the target, and (4) a white noise image. We also included a no-mask condition as a baseline. Mask type (including no-mask) was a randomly assigned between-subjects variable (24-25 participants each). The target-to-mask pairings were yoked across mask conditions. Figure 4 , left panel, shows a schematic of a trial in this experiment. Participants first saw a fixation cross, prompting them to press a button to start the trial. Then, 750 msec later, they saw a target image that was flashed for 12 msec. After a variable interstimulus interval (ISI; 0-82 msec; SOA of 12-94 msec), a mask appeared for 35 msec, producing a relatively strong 3:1 mask:target duration ratio. After a 750-msec blank interval, a cue word (from the 10 target categories) was presented, either validly or invalidly describing the preceding target image. Using a keyboard, participants pressed the "yes" key if they tude spectrum (see Figure 3) . Experiment 1's results suggest that such differences affect scene gist masking and thus provide some of the first evidence for the necessity of measurable higher order statistical scene information for scene gist recognition. This conclusion is consistent with a body of research and theory on scene image statistics, which argues for the importance of higher order localized information in terms of neural coding strength (see, e.g., Field, 1987 Field, , 1994 Field, , 1999 Olshausen & Field, 1996; Simoncelli, 2003; Simoncelli & Olshausen, 2001; Thomson, 2001a Thomson, , 2001b . Conversely, the present results are inconsistent with arguments that much or most of the important information for recognizing scenes is contained in the second-order statistics of the amplitude spectrum (Gorkani & Picard, 1994; Guerin-Dugue & Oliva, 2000; Guyader et al., 2005; Guyader et al., 2004; Herault et al., 1997; Kaping et al., 2007; .
Nevertheless, there is a problem in attributing the difference in masking produced by scene textures versus phase-randomized scene masks solely to differences in their higher order statistical properties, becausealthough both mask types had very similar amplitude spectra-they were not identical, which could have affected their masking. We therefore carried out a control experiment that was identical in all respects to Experiment 1, with the single exception that there were only two mask type conditions: (1) the scene textures used in Experiment 1 (n 5 14) versus (2) fully phase-randomized versions of the same scene textures (n 5 15), with both mask types equalized for RMS contrast and mean luminance. Most importantly, the amplitude spectra of both masking conditions were, by definition, identical, whereas their higher order phase-only second spectra were markedly different ( Figure 2D ). The average phase-only second spectrum slope for the phase-randomized scene textures was M 5 2.07, SD 5 .023, and it was meaningfully and significantly different from the average phase-only second spectrum slope of the nonphase randomized scene textures [t(598) 5 161.27, p , .001, d 5 16.0]. Figure 6 shows the masking results. Importantly, scene textures caused significantly greater masking than did their phaserandomized versions [F(1,27) 5 6.39, p 5 .018]. There was also the expected main effect of processing time (i.e., SOA) [F(3.48, 94.16 ) 5 29.38, p , .001], but no significant interaction between mask type and processing time [F(3.48, 94.16 ) , 1, p 5 .618]. Critically, the stronger masking that was caused by scene textures rather than by phase-randomized scene textures cannot be attributed to differences in their amplitude spectra, since they were nonexistent, but can be attributed to the large differences in their phase-only second spectra.
We also ran another masking condition that was not mentioned previously, involving masking by the texture version of the target image. This produced less masking than did a texture of a different category (and almost identical masking to that of the phase-randomized conditions). This reduction in masking may have been caused by integrating information from the target with texture information from the same category. However, fully understanding this result requires a different experimental design in which phase-only second spectra, it also suggests a possible nonlinear relationship between phase-only second spectrum magnitude and masking. It is also consistent with the hypothesis that the higher order statistical structure that is measured by the phase-only second spectrum is not sufficient for full scene gist recognition-that is, some information that is not measured by the phase-only second spectrum, which is missing from the scene texture masks but which is contained in normal scene masks, is necessary for normal scene gist recognition.
Furthermore, phase-randomized scene masks produced stronger gist disruption than did white noise masks (∆ 5 0.119, SE 5 0.017, p , .001) (Loschky et al., 2007) , consistent with the hypothesis that the second-order statistics of scenes carry some information that is useful for scene gist, perhaps because they are dominated by lower spatial frequencies. Since the normal scene masks and scene texture masks (both of which have similar amplitude spectra to the phase-randomized scene masks) also share the same masking strength advantage over white noise, this suggests that part of their strength may derive from their second-order statistics as well.
Finally, the white noise masks disrupted scene gist recognition significantly more than did the no-mask condition (∆ 5 0.064, SE 5 0.017, p , .001), indicating that even masks sharing no statistical structure with scenes caused some degree of scene gist disruption. Part of this may be due to a floor effect at the shortest SOA (12 msec). Thus, the apparently equal masking strength of scene texture masks and phase-randomized scene masks at a 12-msec SOA should be treated with caution. Using similar methods, Loschky et al. (2007, Experiment 4) found a similar floor effect at a 12-msec SOA, but they showed that differences in masking strength appeared there when a weaker mask:target duration ratio (e.g., 1:1) was employed. However, a more informative aspect of this interaction is the small effect of processing time in the normal scene mask condition, which reflects its very strong maskingexcept at the longest SOA (96 msec)-in contrast with the small effect of processing time in the white noise masking condition, reflecting its weak masking, except at the shortest SOA (12 msec).
Discussion
The results of Experiment 1 are consistent with our predictions based on differences between several mask types in terms of their second-and higher order image statistics. Scene textures have steeper phase-only second spectra slopes than do the phase-randomized scenes, because the texture synthesis algorithm (Portilla & Simoncelli, 2000) uses oriented band-pass wavelet filters that capture spatially localized information (Field, 1999) . This enables the algorithm to encode structures such as edges, lines, contours, and unique spatial configurations. These are decimated by phase randomization and thus cannot be encoded by second-order image statistics from the ampli-normal scene masks rather than by texture masks may not be due to their relatively small difference in the phase-only second spectrum, which would leave open the question of what caused their observed masking differences. One possible explanation is in terms of heterogeneous configuration information (e.g., layout), which, by the very nature of texture, is not captured from scenes by the texture algorithm (Portilla & Simoncelli, 2000) , but is contained in normal scene images. Perhaps such global configuration information in the normal scene masks resulted in their stronger gist masking, in comparison with that in the scene texture masks.
A very different explanation for the difference in masking strength between the scene texture masks and normal scene masks is that the latter were more recognizable and thus produced more conceptual masking (Bachmann et al., 2005; Intraub, 1984; Loftus & Ginn, 1984; Loftus et al., 1988; Potter, 1976) . By the same logic, the difference in masking strength between the scene texture masks and phase-randomized scene masks might also be explained in terms of differential recognizability. Thus far, we have pointed to the apparent unrecognizability of the scene textures in Figure 1 to rule out such an argument. However, completely ruling out this explanation requires that we empirically measure the recognizability of the scene texture masks versus the phase-randomized scene masks. In Experiment 2, we addressed this issue.
ExPERimEnT 2
We interpreted the results of Experiment 1 in terms of the differential importance of second-order versus higher order statistics for recognizing scene gist. However, an alternative explanation for the stronger masking caused by scene texture masks rather than by phase-randomized scene the target/mask categorical similarity factor (i.e., the similarity between the target and mask categories) is crossed with the phase (randomized vs. normal) factor. Data from such a study (Loschky et al., 2009 ) show a reduction in masking due to matching the category of the target with the category of the mask, but this occurs only for masks containing higher order statistics, not for those containing only second-order statistics. The latter result is consistent with the previously mentioned results of Loschky et al. (2007) : that there was no difference between masking caused by a phase-randomized version of the target versus a phaserandomized version of an image from a different category than the target. That result suggested that second-order statistics do not cause category-specific masking, but instead cause a more generalized masking, perhaps due to their possessing 1/f amplitude spectra.
An interesting question is, can the higher order statistical structure captured by the phase-only second spectrum explain the difference in masking between scene texture masks versus normal scene masks? Specifically, scene textures possessed phase-only second spectra with steeper slopes and higher spectral magnitudes, but produced less masking than did normal scene images. Yet, masks containing higher order image statistics did produce stronger masking than did masks lacking such statistical structure. Thus, the effect of scene structure measured by the phase-only second spectrum on scene gist masking may likely follow a nonlinear function. For example, scene gist masking effects for higher order statistical properties may occur only above some threshold difference in the phase-only second spectrum, which in the present study was found when comparing the texture versus phase-randomized mask conditions, but not when comparing the texture versus normal scene mask conditions. If so, the stronger masking caused by the if unsure. There were 300 self-paced trials in the experiment, with each image presented once in a random order. Prior to the experiment, participants were familiarized with the 10 scene categories and the experimental task by seeing a separate set of 90 labeled scene images for 1 sec each, and then by doing 32 practice trials without feedback.
Results
As is shown in Figure 7 , although gist recognition accuracy for unmasked normal scenes flashed for 35 msec was nearly perfect, accuracy for scene texture images that were generated from the same scenes was just barelythough reliably-above chance [t(23) 5 2.804, p 5 .01].
More importantly, Figure 7 shows a tiny difference in the recognizability of scene texture images and of fully phase-randomized scenes [textures, M 5 0.52, SD 5 0.03; phase-randomized scenes, M 5 0.50, SD 5 0.02; t(33.81) 5 1.96, p 5 .058, n.s.]. Thus, the hypothesis that the masking advantage of scene texture masks over phase-randomized scene masks was due to greater recognizability of the scene texture images-that is, conceptual masking-seems highly unlikely.
On the other hand, Figure 8 shows that gist recognition for texture images did vary across scene categories, from somewhat below chance for most man-made categories (because of a high miss rate) to clearly above chance for several natural categories [F(7.36, 530.14) 5 10.69, p , .001]. Furthermore, this main effect of category interacted with the type of image [category 3 image type interaction: F(14.73, 530.14) 5 8.67, p , .001]. As is shown in Figure 8 , this interaction was primarily due to the fact that the most recognizable categories of normal scenes are not the most recognizable categories based on either scene textures or phase-randomized scene amplitude spectra. The clear difference in the recognizability of natural versus man-made categories of scene textures provides a clue to what the useful information from scene textures is. Note that the Portilla and Simoncelli (2000) texture synthesis algorithm picks up patterns in an input image and generates texture images in which those patterns are distributed homogeneously. Thus, those scene categories that are the most recognizable as texture images may be those that are the most recognizable based on homogeneous patternsnamely, forests, deserts, and mountains. Conversely, the categories that were the least recognizable based on homogeneous patterns were farms, streets, and markets. Thus, recognizing these latter categories may depend more on inhomogeneous configuration information (i.e., layout- Sanocki, 2003; Sanocki & Epstein, 1997; Schyns & Oliva, 1994) . However, this hypothesis must be tested in further research because, to our knowledge, there is currently no standard metric of image homogeneity.
Discussion
Overall, the scene textures were unrecognizable. The 52% gist recognition rate for scene textures was just barely above chance, and only slightly different from the 50% gist recognition rate for fully phase-randomized scenes. These results fail to support the hypothesis that the masking advantage of texture images over fully phase-randomized masks is in terms of conceptual masking (Bachmann et al., 2005; Intraub, 1984; Loftus & Ginn, 1984; Loftus et al., 1988; Potter, 1976) . Specifically, the scene texture masks might be more recognizable than the phase-randomized scene masks, and might thus produce stronger masking.
Recognizable masks generally produce greater masking than do those that are unrecognizable-the conceptual masking effect (Bachmann et al., 2005; Intraub, 1984; Loftus & Ginn, 1984; Loftus et al., 1988; Potter, 1976) . Thus, conceptual masking theory would predict that, as a mask becomes less recognizable, it would cause less masking, and vice versa (Loschky et al., 2007) . For example, Loschky et al. (2007) found that incremental phase randomization resulted in both incrementally worse scene gist recognition and incrementally weaker scene gist masking, which, taken together, are consistent with a conceptual masking explanation. Thus, to the degree that the scene texture masks of Experiment 1 were more recognizable than the phase-randomized scene masks, it would be consistent with a conceptual masking explanation of the Experiment 1 results. Conversely, if the texture and phaserandomized masks are equally unrecognizable, then we would instead explain the texture masking advantage in terms of their higher order statistical properties measured by the phase-only second spectrum.
Although the scene textures are only approximations of actual textures in scenes, it is possible that they might be recognizable as those scenes, on the basis of recent proposals that texture information may be important for scene classification (Fei-Fei & Perona, 2005; Renninger & Malik, 2004) . Others have argued that at least some scene categories (e.g., forests) may be recognized using texture information ). Thus, a secondary aim of Experiment 2 was to directly test such claims by measuring the recognizability of texture images (from Experiment 1) that were generated from scenes using the texture synthesis algorithm (Portilla & Simoncelli, 2000) . method Participants. A total of 75 Kansas State University students (42 female; mean age 5 19.04 years) participated in the study for course credit. None of them had participated in any related experiments. All of the participants had an uncorrected or corrected near acuity of 20/30 or better.
Stimuli. The stimuli in Experiment 2 were identical to those used in Experiment 1 (minus the white noise images, which are inherently unrecognizable).
Design and Procedure. Image condition was the independent variable, with participants randomly assigned to see either normal scene images (n 5 21) or texture images (n 5 24). Later, a fully phase-randomized scenes condition was added (n 5 30). Figure 4 , right panel, shows a schematic of the events in a trial. Participants first saw a fixation cross, prompting them to press a button to start the trial. Then, 750 msec later, they saw an image that was flashed for 35 msec (the duration of masks in Experiment 1). After a 750-msec blank interval, a cue word (from the 10 target categories) was presented, either validly or invalidly describing the preceding image. Using a keyboard, participants pressed the "yes" key if they thought the cue validly described the preceding image, or the "no" key if they thought that it did not. Half of the trials had valid cues (randomly selected), with cue validity equal across all target and cue categories. Participants were encouraged to respond as quickly and as accurately as possible, and to go with their first impression Targets selected for average recognizability. In order to produce representative levels of target accuracy for each of 10 categories in Experiment 3, we selected four target images that were close to each scene category's mean in Experiment 1. We selected targets on the basis of their mean accuracy in the scene texture mask condition with a 47-msec SOA, which was the mask type and SOA planned for the experiment (explained further below).
Factorial combinations of targets and masks. Experiment 3 was designed to uniquely identify the masking effect of each individual mask. We factorially combined each mask with a set of 20 target images; thus, the recognizability of target images was held constant across masks, and doing this allowed us to determine the average target accuracy produced by each mask.
Between-subjects division of combinations into two sets. Because a factorial combination of 40 masks 3 40 targets (1,600 trials) would fatigue our introductory psychology subject pool participants, we divided the masks and targets into two sets of 20 masks 3 20 targets each (400 trials per set). Across the two sets, the natural and man-made target scene categories were approximately evenly divided (Set 1, beach, forest, farm, home, pool; Set 2, desert, mountain, river, market, street). Experiment 2's results suggested that both sets would produce equal average masked target accuracy (previous average accuracy rates: Set 1, M 5 .644; Set 2, M 5 .646). We then randomly assigned participants to the two sets (Set 1, n 5 36; Set 2, n 5 32).
The events in a trial were nearly identical to those in Experiment 1, with the following exceptions (see Figure 4 , left panel). We chose to use a 1:1 mask:target duration ratio (both target and mask 5 12 msec) to avoid a floor effect, and we chose a constant 47-msec SOA because it produced the strongest advantage for scene texture masks over fully phase-randomized scene masks in Experiment 1, which may have been the result of conceptual masking. All other procedures were identical to those in Experiment 1.
Results
The two stimulus sets and participant groups produced very similar mean accuracy (Group 1, M 5 .72, SE 5 .013; Group 2, M 5 .69, SE 5 .014); thus, they were combined for all further analyses. Contrary to the hypothesis that conceptual masking caused the texture masking advantage in Experiment 1, there was no effect of texture mask recognizability on scene gist accuracy. Mean gist accuracy when masked by the most recognizable scene texture masks (M 5 .70, SE 5 .009) was virtually identical to that when masked by the least recognizable scene texture masks (M 5 .71, SD 5 .010).
We carried out a stepwise logistic regression for accuracy as a function of mask recognizability, as well as two potentially strong variables of little theoretical interest: target ID (the specific target image) and mask ID (the specific mask image). Mask ID was entered first and was significant ( p , .001), and target ID was entered second and was also significant ( p 5 .019). Thus, the experiment was very sensitive to differences between masks (and to a lesser extent, it was also sensitive to differences between targets, although they had been selected to be of average gist recognizability). However, contrary to the hypothesis that the recognizability of individual texture masks caused their masking advantage in Experiment 1, mask recognizability did not reach significance ( p 5 .225) and so was not entered into the equation. Figure 9 is a scatterplot of target gist accuracy as a function of scene texture mask recognizability, and shows no clearly discernable relationship images was due to conceptual masking. Thus, the results strengthen the opposing hypothesis that the masking advantage for scene texture masks was due to their having higher order statistical scene properties.
Nevertheless, although we failed in Experiment 2 to support a conceptual masking explanation for the strong scene gist masking produced by scene textures, its results nevertheless left the possibility open for such an explanation. Specifically, the variability in the gist recognizability of individual scene texture images, which ranged from 13% to 92%, was consistent with the hypothesis that some more recognizable scene texture images might have caused conceptual masking. If so, this might have been enough to produce the difference in masking that was found between scene texture masks and fully phaserandomized scene masks.
ExPERimEnT 3
In Experiment 3, we investigated whether the masking produced by a scene texture mask varies as a function of its recognizability. In Experiment 2, we showed that certain scene texture images were recognized at a fairly high level of accuracy. Those recognizable scene texture masks may have conceptually masked scene gist to a moderate degree (Bachmann et al., 2005; Intraub, 1984; Loftus & Ginn, 1984; Loftus et al., 1988; Loschky et al., 2007; Potter, 1976) , thus explaining the mean masking strength advantage for scene texture masks over fully phase-randomized scene masks in Experiment 1. In Experiment 3, we rigorously tested this hypothesis by factorially combining the most and least recognizable scene texture masks in each scene category with an equal number of target images, and performing a regression analysis of masked scene gist accuracy on scene texture mask recognizability. method Participants. A total of 68 Kansas State University students (37 female; mean age 5 19.4 years) participated in the study for course credit. None had participated in any related experiments. All of the participants had an uncorrected or corrected near acuity of 20/30 or better.
Stimuli. The stimuli were a subset of those used in Experiments 1 and 2, and we will describe the selection criteria below.
Design and Procedures. The following experimental design elements and procedures were specific to Experiment 3.
High versus low recognizability masks. We chose the two least recognizable and two most recognizable scene texture images from each of the 10 scene categories in Experiment 2. Doing this maximized the chances of finding a conceptual masking effect that was caused by variation in scene texture mask recognizability. The average texture recognizability greatly differed between the two sets (most recognizable, M 5 .72, SD 5 .09; least recognizable, M 5 .32, SD 5 .08). The fact that the average accuracy for the 20 least recognizable scene textures was well below chance (.50) suggested a nonrandom bias. An analysis of these texture images showed a bias to reject them as members of their respective scene categories (76.6% misses on validly cued trials). However, when we further analyzed individual texture images, we found fairly uniform distributions of false alarms across invalid cue categories, suggesting that these unrecognizable texture images were not biased toward any particular interpretations.
to explore perceptual mechanisms in spatial vision (Carter & Henning, 1971; de Valois & Switkes, 1983; Henning et al., 1981; Legge & Foley, 1980; Losada & Mullen, 1995; Sekuler, 1965; Solomon, 2000; Stromeyer & Julesz, 1972; Wilson et al., 1983) . A key issue was the relative roles of second-versus higher order image statistics in processing scene gist, which is related to a long-standing debate about the relationship between the statistical properties of the visual environment and the structure of mammalian visual systems. Specifically, the tuning of simple cell bandwidths to the 1/ƒ amplitude spectrum (Field, 1987; has led to arguments emphasizing the importance of the second-order scene statistics in realworld perception (Párraga, Troscianko, & Tolhurst, 2000 , 2005 . This was mirrored by a number of computational models of scene classification emphasizing the importance of second-order statistics of scenes (Gorkani & Picard, 1994; Guerin-Dugue & Oliva, 2000; Guyader et al., 2004; Herault et al., 1997; , and supporting human scene gist recognition studies ( Guyader et al., 2005; Guyader et al., 2004; Kaping et al., 2007) . Conversely, the higher order statistics of scenes have been argued to be more important for distinguishing different types of images, from both a computational and an evolutionary perspective (Field, 1994 (Field, , 1999 Olshausen & Field, 1996; Simoncelli, 2003; Simoncelli & Olshausen, 2001; Thomson, 2001a Thomson, , 2001b . Importantly, human scene gist recognition studies supporting this latter point of view have only recently begun to appear and have been limited to showing the negative impact on scene gist recognition of removing higher order statistical relationships (Joubert et al., 2009; Loschky & Larson, 2008; Losch ky et al., 2007) . The contribution of the present study, which showed a positive impact of measured higher order statistical inbetween them. This was quantified by a linear regression of mask recognizability on accuracy, which, contrary to the conceptual masking hypothesis, produced a nonsignificant R 2 5 .013 (F , 1) , showing that only 1% of the gist masking variance was explained by texture mask recognizability. Similarly, there was a nonsignificant, small, negative Pearson correlation between mask recognizability and accuracy (r 5 2.01, p 5 .07, n.s.), whose magnitude clearly showed a lack of any meaningful relationship between texture mask recognizability and gist masking.
Discussion
The results of Experiment 3 provided no support for the hypothesis that scene texture masks produce conceptual masking. Thus, the masking advantage for scene texture masks over phase-randomized scene masks in both Experiment 1 and the control experiment was not due to conceptual masking. This failed hypothesis was in opposition to an alternative hypothesis, that masks containing higher order statistical scene structure more effectively disrupt scene gist recognition than do masks containing only second-order statistical scene information, which was supported by the results of both Experiment 1 and the control experiment.
COnCLUSiOnS
Our present study addressed the issue of whether measurable higher order scene statistics are important for rapidly recognizing the category of a scene, or its "gist." We did this by controlling second-order scene statistics and by manipulating higher order scene information available in images and measuring their strength in masking scene gist. This follows the well-established practice of using masking and in the control experiment (across SOA). Conceptual masking effects for conceptual short-term memory are generally inferred from the finding of greater masking by meaningful scene masks rather than by meaningless noise masks (Loftus & Ginn, 1984; Loftus et al., 1988; Potter, 1976) . We can approximate the conceptual masking effect for scene gist recognition in the present study by comparing gist accuracy with white noise masks versus normal scene masks, as is shown in Table 2 . It is tempting for one to explain this difference, which shows stronger masking by normal scenes than by white noise, in terms of conceptual masking. However, both fully phase-randomized scenes and scene textures cause greater gist masking than does white noise, and Experiments 2 and 3 have ruled out conceptual masking as an explanation for this masking. Indeed, Table 2 shows that the difference in masking produced by white noise versus phase-randomized scene masks is just over half (0.53) of the difference in masking produced by white noise versus normal scene masks. Thus, second-order scene statistics can account for half of what we might otherwise have attributed to conceptual masking. Similarly, scene texture masks produce nearly three fourths (0.74) of the effect that we might have attributed to conceptual masking. This additional 21% of the scene gist masking effect is instead explained by the higher order scene statistics measured by the phase-only second spectrum. Thus, three fourths of the scene gist masking effect that we were tempted to attribute to conceptual masking is instead explained by spatial masking due to second-and higher order scene statistics, thus leaving only one fourth (0.26) of the effect unexplained by spatial masking.
We can apply the same logic to answer the question that began our present study: How much of the decrement in masking caused by phase randomization can we attribute to the loss of higher order statistics? Table 3 shows the formation for human gist recognition, can be understood within the context of this larger debate.
In Experiment 1, we showed that masks containing only second-order amplitude spectrum scene statistics are less effective in masking scene gist recognition than are masks also possessing significant higher order scene statistics. We hypothesized that image structure encoded by higher order scene statistics was necessary for full scene gist masking. Consistent with this hypothesis, masking conditions with lower phase-only second spectrum magnitude (or flat orientation-averaged phase-only second spectrum slopes) produced weaker scene gist masking, whereas those with higher phase-only second spectrum magnitude (or steeper second-spectrum slopes) produced stronger gist masking. Nevertheless, we also found that the fact that a mask contains greater overall phase-only second spectrum magnitude is insufficient for full scene gist masking. This was shown by the fact that scene texture masks, which had a larger phase-only second spectrum magnitude (and a relatively steeper slope) than did normal scene masks, nevertheless produced a weaker disruption of scene gist than did normal scene masks. Nevertheless, the critical finding of the present study is that images possessing significant higher order image structure alone (i.e., unaccompanied by semantically meaningful content) are more effective at masking scene gist recognition than are images lacking such statistical relationships.
The present study also focused on explaining scene gist masking in terms of two opposing explanatory frameworks: conceptual masking versus spatial masking, with the latter being explained by second-order statistics carried by the amplitude spectrum versus higher order statistics, as measured by the phase-only second spectrum. Importantly, however, in most previous studies of conceptual masking, researchers have measured its effects on conceptual short-term memory (Intraub, 1984; Loftus & Ginn, 1984; Loftus et al., 1988; Potter, 1976) , rather than on scene gist recognition (Loschky et al., 2007) . In conceptual masking theory (Potter, 1976) , it has been argued that perceptual masking processes occur up to about a 100-msec SOA, leading up to target identification, after which conceptual masking processes occur until roughly a 300-msec SOA, during conceptual memory consolidation. According to this theory, processing the meaning of the mask switches attention from the target to the mask, stopping target memory consolidation (Loftus et al., 1988) . Interestingly, Loschky et al.'s (2007) results suggested that mask recognizability, as manipulated by phaserandomization, affected even early perceptual processes in scene gist recognition. However, consistent with the claim that early masking effects are perceptual rather than conceptual (Intraub, 1984; Loftus & Ginn, 1984; Loftus et al., 1988; Potter, 1976) , the present study proposed that such early masking effects are largely explained in terms of spatial masking.
The relative contributions of conceptual versus spatial masking in the present study can be understood with the help of Tables 1 and 2. Table 1 shows the mean masked accuracy for each of the masking conditions in Experiment 1 .74 Note-Conceptual masking effect, the difference in masked accuracy between the white noise masking condition and the normal scene as mask condition; white noise, white noise used as a mask; normal, normal scene used as a mask; phase-rand, phase-randomized scene used as a mask; texture, scene texture used as a mask. tics contain critical information for scene gist recognition. In fact, the spatial envelope model has evolved over time to include an increasingly important role for higher order statistics through windowing or wavelet filters Torralba & Oliva, 2002) . Our results show the importance of such higher order scene statistics encoded by wavelet filters-as measured by the phaseonly second spectrum-for scene gist masking, and thus for human scene gist recognition performance and scene classification models, such as the spatial envelope model. There is also an interesting agreement between scene classification modeling results and our masking results regarding the relative roles of second-order versus higher order statistics in scene gist recognition. Specifically, model achieved 86% accurate scene categorization relative to 12.5% chance, using only second-order amplitude spectrum statistics. Adding higher order statistics through spatially localized filters only increased performance to 92%. Analogously, we found that just over 50% of the masking that we wanted to explain (i.e., the masking difference between white noise, which has no information useful for scene gist, and normal scenes, which contain all of the information useful for scene gist) was produced by fully phase-randomized scenes, which contained only second-order amplitude spectrum statistics. Another 21% of the masking that we wished to explain was produced by the masks' having higher order statistics, measured by the phase-only second spectrum.
Our present study also speaks to the value of texture information for recognizing scene gist. Generally, textures that were synthesized from real-world scenes were unrecognizable. Yet, certain scene categories containing repeated homogeneous patterns were more recognizable, such as the "natural" categories of desert, forest, and mountain. Conversely, the scene categories that were the least recognizable from textures appeared to be those for which a heterogeneous global spatial configuration (i.e., layout) was most important. Since gist recognition based on scene-texture information was very poor (52%, with 50% being chance), layout may be very important for recognizing scene gist (Sanocki, 2003; Sanocki & Epstein, 1997; Schyns & Oliva, 1994) . Future studies should investigate the complementary roles of local texture patterns versus global spatial configurations (i.e., layout) in recognizing scene gist.
Finally, our present study is useful for scene perception researchers who use visual masking. Currently, most scene perception studies using visual masks lack a strong justification for the type of masks they use. Our study shows the relative strengths of several types of masks (varying in their second-and higher order image statistics) over time, thus providing a theoretically driven empirical basis for understanding scene masking effects. Finally, by ruling out conceptual masking by two types of highly effective masks (phase-randomized scenes and scene textures), our study clarifies the locus of their effects and outlines a practical method for further investigating the spatial information used to recognize scene gist.
proportion of the phase-randomized scene (or texture) masking effect (i.e., phase-randomized masks-normal masks) accounted for by masks having higher order scene statistics. This shows that almost half (0.45) of the decrement in scene gist masking caused by phase randomization can be attributed to the loss of the higher order scene statistics measured by the phase-only second spectrum. The remainder of the masking effect may indeed be due to conceptual masking (Bachmann et al., 2005; Intraub, 1984; Loftus & Ginn, 1984; Loftus et al., 1988; Potter, 1976) , although there are still questions about their time course; specifically, such effects are occurring when only perceptual masking, not conceptual masking, assumedly occurs. Alternatively, some part of that remaining masking effect may be accounted for by scene information not captured by the texture synthesis algorithm (Portilla & Simoncelli, 2000) and thus not in scene texture masksscene layout (Sanocki, 2003; Sanocki & Epstein, 1997; Schyns & Oliva, 1994) . Consistent with this hypothesis, a recent study showed that much of what might have been attributed to conceptual masking was explained by the mask's spatial layout (Michod & Intraub, 2008) . Further research should disentangle these alternative explanations of scene gist masking. Nevertheless, almost 75% of the scene gist masking effect that one might have been tempted to attribute to conceptual masking was explainable in terms of spatial masking, and 45% of the decrement in masking that was due to phase randomization was attributable to the loss of higher order statistical structure. Both are important findings for understanding conceptual masking as it affects scene gist.
The results of the present study also challenge popular models that successfully classify scenes using secondorder image statistics. An important element of the spatial envelope model Oliva, Torralba, Castelhano, & Henderson, 2003; Torralba, 2003; Torralba et al., 2006) is the idea that much of the useful information in scenes is contained in their secondorder statistics from the amplitude spectrum, on the basis of their scene classification modeling results . Similarly, authors of behavioral studies (Guyader et al., 2004; Kaping et al., 2007) have argued that amplitude spectrum information is critical or even sufficient for recognizing scene gist. However, the results of Experiment 1 suggest that scenes' higher order statis- .45 Note-Phase-randomized scene masking effect, the difference in masked accuracy between the phase-randomized scene as mask condition and the normal scene as mask condition; phase-rand, phase-randomized scene used as a mask; normal, normal scene used as a mask; texture, scene texture used as a mask.
